Patterning and 3D fabrication techniques have enabled the use of hydrogels for a number of applications including microfluidics, sensors, separations, and tissue engineering in which form fits function. Devices such as reconfigurable microvalves or implantable tissues have been created using lithography or casting techniques. Here, we present a novel open microfluidic patterning method that utilizes surface tension forces to pattern hydrogel layers on top of each other, producing 3D hydrogel structures. We use a patterning device to form a temporary open microfluidic channel on an existing gel layer, allowing the controlled flow of unpolymerized gel in regions defined by the device. Once the gel is polymerized, the patterning device can then be removed, and subsequent layers added to create a multi-layered 3D structure. The use of open-microfluidic and surface tension-based methods to define the shape of each layer enables patterning to be performed with a simple pipette, minimizing dead-volume and shear stress applied on the fluid. Our method is compatible with unmodified (native) biological hydrogels, or other non-biological materials with fluid properties compatible with capillary flow. With our open-microfluidic layer-by-layer fabrication method, we demonstrate the capability to build agarose and type I collagen structures featuring asymmetric designs, multiple components, overhanging features, and cell laden regions.
INTRODUCTION
Hydrogels are configurable and functional materials that can be patterned to obtain desired functions ranging from mechanical responses (e.g., microfluidic valves and pumps) to organotypic functions (e.g., biological models and implantable materials). Many of these applications have simple patterning requirements, such integration in microfluidic devices as valves, 1, 2 for encapsulating colorimetric indicators, 3 or for chemical separation of desired analytes. 4, 5 For cell culture applications, hydrogel patterning techniques are used for encapsulating cells in a controlled position relative to additional cell types, microchannels or extracellular matrix components. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Reliable and low-entrance barrier solutions to these applications would have the potential of widespread adoption in biology, fluidics, and engineering labs that seek prototyping solutions. Here, we present a method for multilayer hydrogel patterning in three dimensions that uses a simple setup: patterning devices are positioned above a substrate to guide the flow of hydrogels using surface tension forces. Hydrogels are delivered with standard pipettes, minimizing dead volume, a key consideration when patterning expensive hydrogels or hydrogels laden with rare cell types.
Many researchers cannot easily use current hydrogel patterning methods due to the investment in time or skills required, equipment cost, or the constraints on materials or cell types. Amongst these methods, photopolymerization techniques are robust and offer resolution on the order of microns, 1, 6, 10, 12, 13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] however photo-initiators have been shown to cause cellular damage, 20, 21 and the necessity for chemical functionalization of the gel precludes the use of native (unmodified) gels. Other broadly used hydrogel patterning methods include inkjet [22] [23] [24] and microextrusion [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] printing. In these methods, the hydrogel is jetted through a nozzle that exposes any cells encapsulated within the hydrogel to shear stress, which can mechanically damage the cells and limit the types of cells that can be patterned. [30] [31] [32] Inkjet and extrusion based printing methods can also require optimization depending on the viscosity and type of gel used. Many of these hydrogel patterning techniques can require large volumes of fluid to fill vats, fluidic channels, or tubing used in typical gel 3D printing setups, limiting the use of rare cell types or expensive gels. Casting hydrogels using a fabricated negative mold provides an alternative approach, but the complexity of the gel structures obtainable is limited due to demolding considerations. 7, [33] [34] [35] Therefore, a hydrogel patterning method that does not rely on photoinitiators, external pressure, tubing, or reservoirs of gel could reduce material waste and alleviate some of the stresses experienced by cells, opening up the potential to use more fragile, primary, or rare cell types.
In the present manuscript, we present a novel layer-by-layer patterning method that uses open microfluidic principles and surface tension driven flow to pattern sequential hydrogel layers, each delivered directly using a pipette. To pattern each hydrogel layer, we use a patterning device, which is either a plastic physical 'rail' or a hydrophilic track delineated on a hydrophobic flat surface; Both enable the pre-gel solution to flow via capillary action without external pressure and constrain the pre-gel solution under the rail footprint via capillary pinning. 36, 37 In this work, 'patterning device' refers to either a rail or a hydrophobic flat surface with a hydrophilic track. The patterning device is placed above an existing hydrogel layer at a designed height. The structures in this work were made with layer heights between 100-500 m, although the method is not limited to heights within this range. The gap between the patterning device and the existing hydrogel layer forms an open microfluidic 'channel' in which liquid pre-gel solution can flow, where the channel 'ceiling' is the patterning device, the 'floor' is the previous gel layer, and the 'sides' are free air-liquid interfaces (Figure 1 ). The patterning device can be removed once the pre-gel solution is gelled, and another patterning device can be applied to pattern the next layer, providing the ability to build three-dimensional structures layer-by-layer. This work builds on prior publications demonstrating the use of rails to pattern a single hydrogel layer to partition a well plate for coculture [37] [38] [39] [40] where due to the design constraints of the previous rail devices, the patterning device could not be removed once the hydrogel was polymerized, and thus a three dimensional hydrogel structure could not be fabricated. Here, we built multilayer hydrogel structures from native hydrogels which included unsupported overhanging features, objects comprising multiple materials and components both within a layer and across layers, asymmetric designs, and a cell-laden gel architecture. The ability to establish a full layer in a single dispensing step is distinct from extrusion or inkjet patterning methods, which require multiple passes of material deposition for a single layer. Further, in contrast to methods that use photopolymerizable gels and light as a means of patterning hydrogels, which then require washing away of unused, pre-gel solution, 1, 6, 16, 17 we limit waste, as all of the pre-gel solution that is dispensed is polymerized and part of the desired pattern. piece and the base. Both ends of the W were used as inlets. The agarose was allowed to solidify for 10 minutes before the patterning device was removed. To achieve the second layer, two additional coverslips and double-sided tape were added to increase the distance between the base and the second patterning device, which was aligned by eye. The gel loading and setting process for the second layer was the same as for the first layer. A video of the patterning can be found in the Supporting Information. Image Processing: Images were processed using Adobe Photoshop CC 2018 using a uniform brightness/contrast adjustment.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our layer-by-layer patterning method uses open microfluidic principles to create temporary open channels on a plastic or existing hydrogel surface allowing pre-gel solution to flow in a spatially controlled area defined by a patterning rail or hydrophilic track ( Figure 1 ). The gel can then be polymerized to create a patterned layer of hydrogel tens to hundreds of micrometers thick. The input of gel is powered by spontaneous capillary flow (SCF), which describes the surface tension-based flow of fluids in channel geometries that can have any number of open-air interfaces along the fluid path. 36, 40 The geometric control of the gel layer is obtained by abrupt changes in geometry (in the case of a patterning rail) or hydrophilicity (in the case of hydrophilic tracks) which prevent fluids from flowing past these capillary pinning points. Together, the principles of SCF and capillary pinning enable the creation of a patterned gel layer with simple laboratory equipment (e.g., pipettes) in existing laboratory platforms (e.g., well plates) without requiring actuators, electronics, or pressure sources. Figure 2 shows a specific embodiment of the patterning technique where a patterning rail is used to define the outline of a virtual open microfluidic channel. The patterning rail is placed at the location where the gel will be patterned and sits tens to hundreds of micrometers over the surface of the material below. The geometrical shape of the patterning area is designed to enable the spontaneous capillary flow of pre-gel solution throughout the open channel made between the patterning rail and the surface of the material below; capillary pinning enables the pregel solution to remain in the defined pattern. The patterning devices can be fabricated in hard plastic, such as resin that is 3D printed from a stereolithography 3D printer or polystyrene (PS) sheets that are CNC milled. The patterning device shown in Figure 2 fits inside of a 6-well plate, but the method is not limited to a 6-well plate form. The device sits flush to the floor of the well plate with spacers to control the height of the gel layer being formed (dotted red line in Figure 2Ai and iv, Figure S1 , Figure S2 ) and pressure struts to maintain concentric alignment of the rail within the well.
In this manuscript, we patterned 100-500 m thick gel layers; numerical simulations of SCF suggest thinner layers (reduced ℎ in Eq. 1) are achievable and, in fact, make it easier to satisfy the condition for SCF in our system which is defined by:
Where ℎ is the height of the patterned layer (defined by the distance between the patterning area of the rail and the underlying substrate), is the width of the rail perpendicular to the direction of flow, * is the contact angle of the hydrogel on the patterning device, and , is the contact angle of the hydrogel on the underlying substrate (conventionally equal to zero when flowing hydrogel over an existing hydrogel layer of the same type). To note, viscosity does not play a role in the condition for flow but only on the dynamics of the flow. A derivation of Eq. 1 from the generalized Cassie equation is provided in the Supporting Information.
When pre-gel solution is loaded into a patterning setup, it fills the 'virtual channel', and remains suspended between the patterning device and the underlying substrate until a polymerization trigger is introduced. Although temperature change was used for polymerization in this work, the ability to polymerize a layer after it has been patterned makes it possible to build multilayered structures of any hydrogel whose pre-gel solution can meet the condition for SCF. After a single layer of pre-gel solution is patterned and solidified (Figure 2Ai and 2Aii) , the patterning device is removed (Figure 2Aiii ), and a new patterning device is placed over the gel layer to define a new area for the next layer of gel ( Figure 2Aiv ). The patterning process is repeated for each additional layer (Figure 2Av and 2Avi). With this method we are able to deposit an entire layer in one pipetting step, as opposed to alternative nozzle-based 3D patterning methods which require multiple passes of material deposition for a single layer.
It is possible to pattern a pre-gel solution on top of an existing hydrogel layer using our method because capillary pinning still occurs at the junction of the edge of the patterning area and the previous hydrogel layer, maintaining a defined pattern ( Figure 2B ). However, gel overflow is observed for certain features; as seen in the video in the Supporting Information (corresponding to Figure 2B ), overflow of dispensed fluid at the edges of the 'flower' patterning device occurs because the surface tension of the pre-gel solution, which tends to favor a rounded fluid front, overcomes pinning at the acute internal angles of the patterning device. Due to the manual nature of our method in its current form, applications requiring only a few layers are more suitable for immediate use of the technology. However, we also present several structures with multiple layers (>30) to demonstrate the ability of our layer-by-layer fabrication method to create three-dimensional structures. Figure 2C highlights some of these features we achieved with our layered patterning method which include unsupported overhangs, asymmetric geometries, multicomponent structures and cell-laden patterns. These structures are described in more detail in the subsequent figures. (Ai) Patterning device (rail) is placed in a 6-well plate; the patterning region sits 250 m above the well plate surface. Red dotted line on the left indicates portion of patterning device that is adjusted to determine the thickness of the gel layer. (Aii) Pre-gel solution is pipetted into the pipette port. (Aiii) Patterning device is removed after the pre-gel solution is solidified. (Aiv-Avi) Second layer is patterned using the same steps for the first layer. Red dotted line on the left in Aiv indicates distance between the well plate and the rail after an initial layer of gel is patterned. Note that the dotted line is longer than the red line seen in Ai. Crosssections of patterning devices show capillary pinning (red circle) and 45° angle around the edges of the device to prevent capillary rise along the vertical face of the patterning device. A magnified schematic is included in Figure S1 ; an engineering drawing of the hexagon and petal devices is included in Figure S2 The ability to pattern multiple materials in a single structure is of great interest for a variety of applications ranging from creating regions of varying material properties for studying molecular transport, 41, 42 to controlling the gel porosity in specific regions of a microfluidic device for use in chemical separation assays. 4 Patterning multiple materials is also of great importance to organotypic modelling. The cellular environment in biological tissue is heterogeneous in nature, and recapitulating this environment requires spatial control of cells in relation to multicomponent hydrogels and extracellular matrix materials. Our open microfluidic layered patterning method presents a new approach to building multicomponent structures. Figure 3A shows how different materials can be introduced at every layer to create a structure with differential material properties in the Z-direction. In Figure 3A , an agarose structure was erected beginning with a concentration of 2% wt/v and decreasing 0.25% wt/v every five layers to a final concentration of 0.75% wt/v. Each concentration is dyed a different color for visualization. The resulting structure has a stepwise concentration gradient in the Z-direction. The agarose concentrations were chosen here as a proof of concept to demonstrate the ability to pattern different compositions across layers. These concentrations also fall within the range of relevant concentrations used for transport models of biological systems such as the brain extracellular space; our layered patterning method has the potential to be extended for brain extracellular matrix modeling application in future work. 42, 43 The ability to pattern multiple materials within the same layer is essential to creating a structure with spatial organization in all three dimensions. Work by others to enable single layer printing of multiple gels through a multinozzle 3D printing system has demonstrated the interest of this capability in 3D bioprinting. 29, 44 To demonstrate the ability to pattern materials with different compositions within a layer using our method, we built a purple agarose heart within a colorless agarose cube ( Figure 3B, left) . In this case, we added a simple ridge to the patterning rail to segregate the regions of different materials (purple and colorless agarose). Thus, different solutions agarose of agarose dyed different colors were allowed to flow within each layer in a defined pattern ( Figure 3B A design challenge for patterning three-dimensional hydrogel structures is building unsupported features (i.e., features that cantilever into air rather than building on base material underneath). Other systems for patterning soft materials have utilized sacrificial material as a support, which is removed in a post-processing step either physically or chemically. 23, 29, 45 The structural integrity of the desired product must be maintained after the supports are removed, which restricts the types of materials that can be used. Using our method, a dissolvable sacrificial gel approach could be employed; we also show that it is possible to create overhanging, unsupported structures without the use of sacrificial material by incrementally offsetting the patterning device from the edge of the previous layer such that each layer extends past the limits of the previous layer ( Figure 4A ). To exemplify this concept, the schematic in Figure 4B illustrates a rail design without an overhang (left) and with an overhang (center and right).
We found the length of overhang achievable was improved by the addition of a downward curvature to the edge of the patterning device to allow for favorable flow over the edge of the previous gel layer (Figure 4B, right) . Without the added curvature, the bottom of the fluid front pins to the edge of the previous layer as expected, but the top of the advancing pre-gel solution does not continue along the patterning device ( Figure 4B, center) . The curvature decreases the relative ratio of the air-liquid interface to the patterning device-liquid interface; minimizing this ratio is favorable for SCF. 36 Thus, the agarose fluid front continues along the surface of the patterning device, increasing the overhang capacity. Each patterning device has a different radius of curvature based on the curvature of the previous patterning device. Detailed descriptions of how these dimensions were determined are included in the Supporting Information and Figure S3 , and the dimensions are given in Table S1 . To fully demonstrate the capabilities of our method to produce geometries with overhanging features, we built an agarose cylinder with hollow winding tubes in the shape of a double helix ( Figure 4C and 4D) . The helix consists of 30 layers, each 500 m thick, and has a total rotation of 270 degrees.
Previously, other fabrication methods have utilized a sacrificial material to create void spaces and channels through a three-dimensional hydrogel structure 29, 38 or have employed a casting method to create fluidic channels. 7 Furthermore, laser photoablation can be used to create microchannels through hydrogels with high resolution, 46 and recently multiphoton lithography has been used to create microchannels through cell-laden collagen structures. 15 The approach we have taken here and the helix geometry proof of concept structure demonstrates the broader capacity to create gels with three-dimensional tubing and void spaces, thereby opening up the possibility of creating three-dimensional fluidic channels spanning multiple planes through a hydrogel structure without reliance on a sacrificial material or post-fabrication step. We also demonstrate that it is possible to add open microfluidic functionality to the top of the patterning device, where the flow is also driven by capillary action. 47 This capability can be utilized as another method by which multiple materials can be deposited in a single layer ( Figure 5) . We used open channels to deliver blue colored agarose to the voids in the red colored agarose layer below, which enables a single pipetting step to fill all six voids ( Figure 5B ). Figure 6 . Schematics and confocal images of human fetal lung fibroblasts in a type I collagen structure. Cells were stained with Calcein AM (shown in black). The top view comprises 130 fields of view (which each contain 27 Z-stacked images) stitched together. Cells that make up the "3" and "D" are each printed in separate 100 m thick collagen layers that are separated from each other by a 200 m thick cell-free collagen layer. Z-step value was increased tenfold in isometric view for visualization purposes. Original confocal image file is included in the Supporting Information in Figure S5 . Schematic of the workflow used to achieve this structure is shown in Figure S4 ; note: the additional features on the top left of the "3" and the right of the "D" were an intentional part of the design, used as loading ports for the pre-gel solution.
Many materials do not have the mechanical properties necessary to create free-standing 3D structures without the use of a second support material. To overcome this challenge, we utilized the ability to pattern a single layer with multiple materials to create an agarose 'support' structure for unmodified type I collagen (7.5 mg/mL). Type I collagen was chosen because it is abundant in biological systems. Here, we demonstrate an alternative method for patterning layers of commercially available concentrations of unmodified collagen ( Figure 6 ). Briefly, we patterned an agarose border on each layer, which was subsequently filled with cell-free collagen. Cell-laden collagen was then patterned over the newly established layer of collagen ( Figure S4 ). Figure 6 shows 130 confocal image stacks stitched together of Calcein AM stained human fetal lung fibroblasts in a type I collagen structure. Cells in this structure were 87% viable, quantified using live/dead (Calcein AM/ethidium homodimer) staining ( Figure S5 ). The '3' and 'D' patterns represent two cell populations that were printed on two different layers, each 100 m thick and separated by a 200 m thick cell-free layer. A workflow schematic of the layer-by-layer collagen patterning process is shown in Figure S4 . For each structure presented in Figures 2-6 , we used a separate patterning rail (fabricated by 3D printing or CNC milling) for each layer (Figure 7Ai ). While this method is convenient for development of our method, fluid patterning by SCF can also be achieved without a physical rail by using a flat surface with patterned hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions to guide fluid flow by SCF into a desired pattern; the fluid flows along the hydrophilic tracks and pins at the hydrophilic/hydrophobic boundary (Figure 7Aii ). This concept builds on past work where localized hydrophilic/hydrophobic patterning on a single flat surface was used to constrain fluids to a hydrophilic pattern. 48, 49 Here, we extended this patterning concept to create a two-layered hydrogel structure, showing that the hydrophilic/hydrophobic patterning template can be removed after each hydrogel layer is created to iteratively build up multiple layers of hydrogel structures ( Figure 7B ). In the present embodiment, we plasma treated a polystyrene sheet and masked the area we wanted to preserve as hydrophilic with tape (i.e., the "W" shape shown in Figure 7Bi ). A commercially available hydrophobic treatment spray was applied to create a hydrophobic background. The tape was then removed after the hydrophobic treatment, revealing a hydrophilic patterning region surrounded by a hydrophobic background. We built a two layer hydrogel (agarose) "W" structure on a polystyrene base substrate. Using stacked, glass coverslips as spacers above the polystyrene base substrate, we created a 500 m gap between the base substrate and the hydrophilic/hydrophobic patterning surface. The pre-gel solution flowed in this gap via SCF, as previously described, pinned at the interface between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic region creating the "W" pattern set by the hydrophilic region ( Figure 7B-C) . This result demonstrates that our open microfluidic layer-by-layer method can be implemented without a physical rail, opening up the potential for future embodiments in which the hydrophilic/hydrophobic regions are patterned via reversible or actuatable approaches.
CONCLUSION
A novel open microfluidic method for layer-by-layer patterning of 3D hydrogel objects has been demonstrated. Our method uses fundamentally different principles-surface tension forces and open microfluidics-from existing methods to pattern hydrogel structures. For example, in contrast to patterning methods that extrude hydrogels through a nozzle, inducing strong shear force on the gel and any encapsulated cells, our method involves pipetting analogous to conventional 3D cell culture procedures. Similarly, in contrast to light-based patterning methods, our method is not limited to photopolymerizable hydrogels. Therefore, our method could potentially encapsulate cell types that otherwise would be damaged by conventional methods that rely on extrusion or chemical photoinitiators. Moreover, hydrogel waste is minimized in our layer-by-layer patterning method because it uses simple pipettes (with no dead volume) rather than requiring large vats of material or dispensing containers common in some hydrogel 3D printing methods, opening up the potential to use expensive hydrogels, rare cells such as primary patient samples, or precious reagents in small volume, a benefit of microfluidics.
We demonstrated in Figure 7 that a flat structure with a hydrophilic/hydrophobic pattern (rather than a physical rail) can be used to pattern multiple layers of hydrogel. Our hydrogel patterning method, used with surface chemistries that allow for rapid reversible patterning of hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions, could enable the creation of more automated systems to create every layer design in fractions of a second and be a step towards a novel approach to 3D bioprinting. Additionally, the processing time could be improved in a future embodiment that provides tighter local temperature control, affecting faster gelling. Importantly, using the embodiment shown in the present manuscript, we demonstrated layered patterning of cell-laden structures using standard cell culture materials and procedures without subjecting the fluid to external pressure, suggesting that this method has the potential to be extended for use with other cell types. Our capacity to control the location of different gel materials within and between layers suggests the possibility to create 3D organoid models by directing the patterning of cell types and culture materials in 3D space. Building open microfluidic channels directly into the patterning device ( Figure 5 ) can enable efficient delivery of reagents, cells, or other components into void spaces with a single dispensing step. Finally, as demonstrated, our method can be used to create overhanging structures and hollow tubes, extending the capability of adding fluidics (channels, voids, etc.) throughout the gel itself, thus opening up possibilities for complex three-dimensional models and systems.
